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DESCRIPTION 
  

Evacuation maps are a requirement for all non private dwelling building facilities irrespective of size or location. 

 

REQUIREMENTS 
 

The number of evacuation maps required per premises is to be determined by the Emergency Control Organisation 

(ECO) or OHS committee. It is generally  accepted that they are placed at the front and rear exit to all buildings,    

entrances to car parks, stairwells and where elevators are located. Additional maps may be required in multi storey 

buildings or large buildings with multiple internal compartments.  

 

STANDARD INCLUSIONS - in accordance with AS3745-2010 
 

+ All maps are A3 in size unless requested otherwise. Minimum size allowable is 20cm x 15cm. 

+ Map is appropriately titled 

+ A YOU ARE HERE reference point is included on each diagram 

+ Individual maps will be orientated to their location within the building 

+ All exits will be clearly identified on the diagram 

+ Warden communication equipment including manual call points and WIPs will be clearly identified 

+ Hose reels, hydrants and other fire fighting and first aid equipment will be clearly identified 

+ The fire indicator panel will be clearly identified on the diagram 

+ Any approved refuse areas will be clearly identified on the diagram 

+ All maps will show due North 

+ Suitable exit paths marked  

+ The diagram will be dated for validity 

+ A legend will be used to identify the symbols used in the diagram 

+ All maps will be laminated for protection  

 

OTHER 
+ Warden details can also be added upon request 

+ Installation is available 

+ Maps can be provided in frames upon request or without lamination 

 

 

  

EVACUATION DIAGRAMS 
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